
 

 

 

 

 

St. Patrick’s Academy, Angamaly 

Vocabulary words 

Class VII -VIII 

1. Eschew- deliberately avoid or keep away from something 

2. Nudge-to push gently especially with the elbow to get someone’s                  

attention 

3. Eerie - strange; mysterious or frightening 

4. Adjourn- stop a meeting or an official process especially a trial for a period of 

time 

5. Sprightly - full of life and energy 

6. Hone - to develop or improve something especially a skill over a period of time 

7. Splurge - to indulge oneself in some pleasure or  luxury 

8. Versatile - (of a person ) able to do many different things 

9. Churn-  a  machine for making butter by shaking milk or cream 

10. Magnum opus-a large and important work of art , especially one that people 

think  the best work  ever produced by the artist 

11. Transcend - go beyond the range or limits 

12. Amicable - characterized by friendliness 

13. Placate - make someone less angry 

14. Incite - Encourage or stir up violent or unlawful behavior 

15. Pandemonium - wild or noisy disorder or confusion 

16. Recline - lean or lie back in a relaxed position 

17. Diligence - hard work  

18. Rack - suffering or torture 

19. Gallant - brave or heroic 

20. Diplomacy- the art of dealing with people in a sensitive and 

 tactful way 

21. Gait - a person’s manner of walking 

22. Vivacious - lively and animated 

23. Dwindle - diminish gradually in size, amount or strength 

24. Hermit - a person lives in solitude as a religious discipline 

25. Cellar - an underground room usually used for storage 

26. Magnanimous - generous or forgiving especially a rival or  a less powerful 

person 

27. Insomnia - inability to sleep 

28. Charisma - compelling attractiveness 



 

 

29. Allege - claim or assert that  someone has done something  

30.           illegal or wrong, typically without proof 

31. Ethereal  - heavenly 

32. Contempt- the feeling that person or a thing is worthless or beneath 

consideration 

33. Zest  - great enthusiasm and energy 

34. Immigrant  - settle from one place or another 

35. Tranquil  - free from disturbance 

36. Calibre- the quality of someone’s character or the level of their ability 

 

37. abide by  -To respect or obey a decision, a law or a rule 

38. agree with  -To have the same opinion as someone else 

39. allow for  -To take into consideration 

40. break up  -To come to an end (marriage, relationship) 

41. bring up  -To raise (a child)  

42. brush up on  -To improve 

43. clam up  -To refuse to speak  

44. clamp down on-To act strictly to prevent something 

45. give in   -To cease opposition; yield 

46. hand in  -To submit (report, homework)  

47. hand out  -To distribute  

48. hang out  -To spend time in a particular place or with a group of friends  

49. hang up  -To end a phone conversation 

50. pass away  - To die 

51. pass out  -To faint  

52. pay back  -To reimburse 

53. run away - To escape from a place or suddenly leave 

54. run into - To meet by accident or unexpectedly 

55. run out of  -To have no more of something 

56. take after  -To resemble, in appearance or character 

57. take care of  -To look after 

58. take out  -To remove; extract 

59. take on - To hire or engage staff 

60. artifice -The use of cunning or skill so as to deceive 

61. backwoods -Uncleared forested land in a remote region 

62. biddable -Obedient 

63. callous -Insensitive and cruel 

64. clubbable -Sociable and popular 

65. denizen -an inhabitant or occupant 



 

 

66. egregious -Outstandingly bad 

67. hurtle -Move at great speed 

68. iffy - uncertain 

69. lethal -Causing or able to cause death 

70. mimesis-imitative representation of the real world in art and literature 

71. paranormal-Beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding 

72. percolate -Filter through a porous  surface or substance 

73. quixotic-High- minded and unselfish to an impractical event 

74. renounce -Formally give up 

75. salvage  -Rescue from loss at sea 
76. sedulous -Showing dedication and great care 

 


